
 

 

Meeting of the Teacher Supply Implementation Group 

Venue: Marlborough St (video link to DES Athlone) 

16th October @ 3 p.m.  

Minutes 

 

In attendance: 

Seán Ó Foghlú, Secretary General (Chair) 

Deirdre Shanley, Assistant Secretary General  

Harold Hislop, Chief Inspector 

Brendan Doody, Assistant Chief Inspector  
Paraic Joyce, PO, School Governance (Athlone video link) 

Chris Kelly, PO, Teacher Education Policy (Teacher Supply) (Athlone video link) 

Jim Mulkerrins, PO, Teacher Education Policy (Athlone video link) 
John McDermott, APO, Higher Education (for Philip Crosby) 

Alfie Barrett, PO, Teacher Terms & Conditions 

Tomás Ó Ruairc, Director, Teaching Council 

Louise Callinan, Senior Manager, Teacher Education, HEA 

Deirdre Cullen, PO, Statistics  
Tara Carton, PO, External Staff Relations 

 

Also in attendance: 

Conor McCourt, Teacher Supply Secretariat (Athlone video link) 

 

Apologies: 

Aoife Conduit, Assistant Secretary General  

Padraig Maloney, PO, Teacher Payroll 

Aisling Curley, PO, Pensions 
Ruth Carmody, Assistant Secretary General 

William Beausang, Assistant Secretary General 

Philip Crosby, PO, Higher Education 

Orla Nugent, Deputy CEO, HEA 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
1.  Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising: 
 

 The minutes of the previous meeting of 5th September were agreed. 

 
2. Update on recent developments and next steps 
 



 

 

(a) Data to support teacher supply planning 
 

(i) Statistics Section Technical Report 

The Group was updated on the draft Technical Report prepared by Statistics Section. The paper 

includes an analysis of the demographic landscape, teacher retirements and resignations, new 

entrants, substitute teacher demand and provides general projections of the numbers of teachers 

required to meet the needs of the system at primary and post primary levels. The Group also 

considered the draft analysis of demand in a sample post primary subject. 

The following points were noted: 

 It is intended to publish the report for consideration at the Consultative Forum in November 

2019. 

 Work is ongoing on the analysis of data relating to post primary teachers and the 

development of projections of post primary teacher demand on a per subject basis. 

It was agreed that the report would include regional projections at a broad level as well as data on 

substitute teacher leave. 

The Group considered the role of the Technical Report in informing future policy on teacher supply. 

 
b) Communications and promotion of the teaching profession 

(i) Promotion campaign 

 

The Group was updated on the latest developments in relation to communications and promotion of 

the teaching profession. 

The following points were noted: 

 

 The Teaching Council and DES maintained a stand at the Ploughing Championships from 

September 17th to 19th promoting Teaching Transforms. 

 Continued attendance at careers/grad fairs is planned for 2019/20. 

 

(ii) Development of a teacher employment portal 

 

The Group was updated on the latest position in relation the development of substitute teacher 

recruitment portal. 

The following points were noted: 

 The portal is currently undergoing testing and that the target is to be operational after the 

midterm break (early November) 

 It is intended  to promote the portal at the forthcoming Consultative Forum. 

 

(iii) Consultative Forum 

 

The Group considered the agenda items for the Consultative Forum on 28th November 2019. 



 

 

(iv) Consultation with school students 

 

The Group was updated on the focus groups held with school students on 8th and 9th October 2019 

 

The following points were noted: 

 The engagement with the students was positive  

 A report from an independent report writer on the outcome of the focus groups is expected 

by the end of November 2019. 

(v) Meeting with careers advisors and guidance counsellors  

 
It was noted that the Teaching Council and Department of Education and Skills meeting with AHECS, 
IGC and NCGE is being rescheduled. 
 
(vi) Consultation with the teacher unions 

It was agreed to meet with the teacher unions in advance of the next Consultative Forum. 

 
(Viii) UAE Teachers’ Liaison Group 
 
The following points were noted: 

 The UAE Teachers Liaison Group held its first meeting on 11 October 2019 

 The Group was provided in advance with the Department’s views on its potential role. 

 The Group has requested that a Department official is designated as single point of contact. 

 
(c)  Higher Education 

(i) 2019 applications to ITE programmes 

It was noted that data in relation to post primary PME programmes is not yet available. 

 

(ii) HEA proposal for upskilling programmes 

The Group considered the HEA’s proposal for upskilling programmes. 

The following points were noted: 

 

 Funding will need to be secured for the programmes to proceed. 

 Sufficient lead in time will be required if programmes are to be in place for 2020/21 

It was agreed that the HEA call for upskilling programmes should proceed at the earliest opportunity. 

It was noted also that revised subject criteria have been approved the Teaching Council and that 

these are currently being considered by the Department. 

 

(iii) HEA proposal for the review of impact and diversity of reconfigured ITE programmes)  

The Group considered the HEA’s proposal for the review of ITE programmes. 

The following points were noted: 



 

 

 The proposal is currently being considered by the Department  

 The HEA, Stats Section and CSO met to discuss data variables and the protocol in regard to 

requesting data sets. 

 

(iv) ITE student supports 

The Group was updated on the options for student supports 

The following points were noted: 

 A review by the HEA of PATH 1 is underway and is due for completion in Q4 2019. 

 HEA have been asked as part of the review for data on persons progressing from PATH 1 

projects into ITE. 

 Additional options for supports under PATH 1 will be considered  

 

(v) Review of school placement guidelines 

The Group was updated on the most recent developments regarding the review of school placement 

guidelines being undertaken by School Placement Working Group. 

The following points were noted: 

 The Working Group has concluded its work and a report is now being prepared. 

 It is proposed that next steps will include the formation of a number of groups to continue 

work in specific areas. 

 

 (d) Policies and arrangements for schools and teachers that impact on teacher supply 

(i) Teacher absences due to State examination employment and CPD. 

 

SEC employment 

The following points were noted: 

 The SEC has been asked to nominate a member to the Policies and Procedures Working 

Group, which is due to meet on 15 November 2019. 

 The Policies and Procedures Working Group will progress this issue. 

CPD 

It was noted that Teacher Education Policy (Professional Development) is co-coordinating the 

establishment of a working group to consider the impact of CPD on teacher presence in the 

classroom. 

(ii) Review of summer courses/impact of EPV days.  

 

It was noted that a review of summer courses is planned to commence in the near future. 

 

(iii) Teacher sharing scheme.  

 



 

 

It was noted that no schools are implementing the teacher sharing scheme in 2019/20. 

The following points were agreed: 

 Management bodies should be asked to promote the scheme in their various sectors 

 The scheme should be promoted at the forthcoming NAPD conference  

(iv) Substitute teacher supply panels for primary schools. 

 

The Group was updated on the sub teacher supply panel pilot scheme for primary schools.  

It was noted that there have been low numbers of applicants for the supply panel posts in Dublin, 

Kildare and Meath. 

(v) Job sharing teachers and substitute work. 

 

The following points were noted: 

 Payroll met recently with ETBI to discuss specification and other issues 

 A letter will issue to ETBI with a view to ETBs commencing a pilot in January 2020.   

 It may be February /March 2020 before work can commence on payroll development due to 

other major issues such as PMOD, Single Pension Scheme, end-of-year processes. 

 

(vi) Possible suspension of the limit on the number of days that teachers on career break may be 

employed (Action 24) 

The following points were agreed: 

 If the restrictions imposed in the Career Break Scheme are to be suspended, then it should 

be for the 2019/20 year only. 

 A decision on the suspension of the restrictions should be conveyed before the end of 

November 2019. 

(vii) Use of digital technology for interviewing 

 

It was noted that the use of digital technology for interviewing is a matter for individual school 

boards, and that the relevant draft circular for post primary remains under consideration. 

(viii) Streamlining of registration processes for out of State applicants/ professional orientation 

model for schools to support out of state teachers. 

 

The following points were noted: 

 The Teaching Council is reviewing the report of the independent consultant.  

 Streamlining will be supported by the planned upgrade of the Teaching Council’s database. 

(ix) Redeployment / recruitment on a permanent basis – timeframes, redeployment scheme rule 

etc.  

 

The following points were noted: 



 

 

 Current arrangements are being considered with a view to bringing forward the 

redeployment process. 

 The issue will be raised with school management bodies 

(x) Fixed term/ part-time employment - effect of implementation of the Ward Report. 

 

It was noted that ESHR are preparing a paper to be distributed to the Group once finalised. 

(xi) Review of brief absence arrangements.  

 

The following points were noted: 

 An analysis of current brief absence arrangements has been completed and a review is now 

underway. 

 A number of new leave types are now available, including new parent’s leave, as well as 

increased entitlements under certain pre-existing leave types. 

 

(xii) General 

The following points were noted: 

 Taken together, the actions under the policies and procedures heading can significantly 

contribute to solutions to teacher supply challenges and that it is important to continue to 

progress and develop new actions under this heading. 

 The Policies and Procedures Working Group is due to meet in the near future. 

 

3. Revised Action Plan 

The Group considered next steps in the development of a revised Action Plan. 

It was agreed to consult on general trends for actions at the Consultative Forum in November 2019. 

 

4. AOB 

 

5. Next meeting  

The date of the next meeting of the Group (28 November 2019) was noted. 

 

____________________ 

Teacher Supply Secretariat 

November 2019 


